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ON THE ZEROS OF DIRICHLET 7-FUNCTIONS.   Ill

BY

AKIO KUJU(')

ABSTRACT.   It is shown that the ordinates of the zeros of the

Riemann zeta function are uniformly distributed.   Similar results pertain to

zeros of ¿-functions.

1.  Introduction.  In an earlier work [2], we established results which mea-

sure the irregularity of the distribution of the zeros of the zeta function. Here

we use the previous results to show that the zeros of the zeta function are uni-

formly distributed.  Let p = ß + iy denote the generic nontrivial zero of the

zeta function, and let N(T) denote the number of these zeros for which 0 < y

<T.  For T > 10, 0 < h < T, 0 < a < 1, let AT(a, h) denote the number of

zeros p, 0 < y < T, for which 0 < {y/h} < a. Here {0} is the fractional part

of 0, {6} =9 - [0]. To show that the ordinates 7 are uniformly distributed

modulo h we seek bounds for the discrepancy

DJh)=   sup   \AJa,h)lN(T)-a\.
T 0<a<l      '

Theorem.   For e > 0, T > T0(e), (log 7)~ ' < h < T1 /3, we have, in

the above notation,

DT(h) «(h log T)-1+e.

A sequence is said to be uniformly distributed if the discrepancy of the

first n terms tends to zero as n tends to infinity. Thus the numbers 7 are uni-

formly distributed (mod h), and uniformly so for H(T) < h < T]/3, provided

that H(T)log T—*■ °°.  Elliott [1 ] has shown that DT(h) = o(l) for h fixed, but

his method does not provide as precise estimates as we obtain.  Our main inter-

est is in the small values of h. Trivial arguments show that DT(h) = o(\) for

Tl '3 < h = o(T), but the quantitative estimate for DT(h) becomes weaker for

these larger h due to the gradual increase in the density of zeros as t increases.

We conjecture that DT(h) = o(\) even when h = cflog T)~ ', but present methods

fail to provide such delicate results.
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The estimate of the Theorem can be extended to hold uniformly for zeros

of an ¿-function (mod q), for q < j"1/4-6, and also for zeros of f(s) in a short

interval, T< y < T + H, for H> Tl'2+6.

2.  Proof of the Theorem.  As usual, we let 5(f) = 7r_I arg f(të + if).

The Riemann-von Mangoldt formula (see [3, p. 179]) for N(t) asserts that

(1) N(t) = (i/2ir) logoff) - f/2ff + 7/8 + R(t)

for r > 0, where R(t) = S(t) + 0(1/f). Thus to estimate N(t + h) - N(t) we

require an estimate of S(t + h) - S(t). To this end we quote from [2] the

following

Lemma.  Let h < Tx/3, T> 10.  Then for all integral k>l,

fT(S(t + h)- S(t))2kdt = CkT\2 log(3 + h log T))k

■ (1 + 0(C4Tc)3fc(log(3 + h log T))-1'2)),

where Ck = (2k)\(2*)-2kk\-x.

For brevity we let 5 = (log T)~l. If 0 < a < \iSh~ ', then

\AT(a, h)lN(T)-ot|< \ATVA5h-1, h)lN(T)- ]6Sh~'I + Mh~'.

A similar inequality applies if 1 - Vi8h~l < a < 1, so it suffices to show that

\AT(a, h)IN(T) - a\ « (h log 7)_ '+£

for'/iS/i-1 <a<l-ttbh-1.

Let ip+(t) be the piecewise linear function with period h, determined by the

vertices(-5,0), (0, l),(ah, 1), (ah + 8,0); similarly let <p_(t) be determined by

the vertices (0,0), (S, 1), (ah - 5, 1), (ah, 0). Then

(2) Z   V_(y)<AT(a,h)<    Z   V+(7).
0<y<T 0<y<T

By(i),

(3)

Now

2- v_(r) = (T*_(t)dN(t)
\y<T J 0

=¿//-(oiog ¿ *+JoV(o^(o.

so

0 < log(f/2ir) - \og(mh/2n) <l/m   for mh < f < (m + l)h,

/(m + l)/i r ,.(»1 + 1)71 r
V_(0 log =- dt = (a - Sk-l ) f log-f dt + 0(h/m)

mh ¿" J mh ^
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for m > 1. Thus the first integral in (3) is

= (a - 8h- » )((7727r)log(77270 - r/2rr) + 0(h log 7)

= N(T)(a + OiS/T1) + OQiT1)).

On the other hand, 5(f) « log t, so the second integral in (3) is

= {TR(t)dv (t) + 0(log 7)
•'o

= - 8-1fT(S(t + ah-8)- S(t))\jj(t)dt + 0(log T),
Jo

where \]/(t) is piecewise constant with period h, \p(t) = 1 for 0 < / < 5, \jj(t) = 0

for 6 < t < h. By Holder's inequality the integral above is

<(/r|^(OI2k/("-,)^)I~,/2fc(/or(^ + ah - 8) - S(t))2kdtj'2\

By the Lemma this is

«fc (8h-1T)1-1l2kTll2k(H(2h log T))1'2.

Thus

fT>p_(t)dR(t) «k N(T)(h log 7T 1 + 1/2*(log(2Ä log T))1'2.

Combining this with (4), we find that

Z   V_(7) = (a + 0(h log T)~1+e)N(T)
0<y<T

for T> TQ(e). A similar argument applies to <¿>+, so the-Jheorem now follows

from (2).
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